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The World 
 
UW 2.30.1 Can talk about some of the things  they 
have observed such as plants, animals, natural and 
found objects.  
2.30. 2 Comments and asks questions about aspects 
of their familiar world such as the place where they 
live or the natural world.  
2.30.3Talks about why things happen and how things 
work.  
2.30.4 Developing an understanding of growth, 
decay and changes over time.   
2.30.5 Shows care and concern for living things and 
the environment.  
2.40.1 Looks closely at similarities, differences, 
patterns and change.  

Visits and visitors 

 

 Fire men coming in 

 Spring walks to park 

Speaking 
 
CL 3.30.1 Beginning to use more complex sentenc-
es to link thoughts.  
3.30.2 Can retell a simple past event in correct 
order.  
3.30.3 Uses talk to connect ideas, explain what is 
happening and anticipate what might happen next, 
recall and relive past experiences.  
3.30.4 Questions why things happen and gives 
explanations.  
3.30.5 Uses a range of tenses.  
3.30.6 Uses intonation, rhythm and phrasing to 
make meaning clear to others.  
3.30.7 Uses vocabulary focused on objects and 
people that are of particular importance to them.  
3.40.1 Extends vocabulary especially by grouping 
and naming, exploring the meaning and sounds of 
new words.  
3.40.2 Uses language to imagine and recreate 
roles and experiences in play situations.  Space, Shape and Measure 

MATHS 2.30.3 Uses positional language.  
2.40.3 Can describe their relative position such as 
‘behind’ or ‘next to’.  
2.40.4 Orders two or three items by length or 
height.  
2.40.5 Orders two items by weight or capacity.  
2.40.6 Uses familiar objects and common shapes to 
create and recreate patterns and build models.  

Moving and handling 
 
PD 1.30.4 Runs skilfully and negotiates space successfully 
adjusting speed or direction to avoid obstacles.  
1.30.5 Can stand momentarily on one foot when shown.  
1.30.6 Can catch a large ball.  
1.30.7 Draws lines and circles using gross motor movements.  
1.30.8 Uses one-handed tools and equipment.  
1.30.9 Holds pencil between thumb and two fingers no longer 
using whole-hand grasp.  
1.30.10 Holds pencil near point between first two fingers and 
thumb and uses it with good control.  
1.30.11 Can copy some letters.  
1.40.1 Experiments with different ways of moving.  
1.40.2 Jumps off an object and lands appropriately.  
1.40.3 Negotiates space successfully when playing, racing and 
chasing games with other children, adjusting speed or chang-
ing direction to avoid obstacles.  

Making Relationships 
 
PSED 1.30.3 Keeps play going by responding to what 
others are saying or doing.  
1.30.4 Demonstrates friendly behaviour, initiating        
conversations and forming good relationships with 
peers and familiar adults.  

1.40.1 Initiates conversations, attends to and takes 
account of what others say.  

1.40.2 Explains own knowledge and understanding, 
and asks appropriate questions of others.  1.40.3 
Takes steps to resolve conflicts with other chil-
dren, e.g. finding a compromise.  

Reading 
 
LIT 1.30.1 Enjoys rhyming and rhythmic activities.  
1.30.2 Shows awareness of rhyme and alliteration.  
1.30.3 Recognises rhythm in spoken words.  
1.30.6 Beginning to be aware of the way stories 
are structured.  
1.30.7 Suggests how the story might end.  
1.30.8 Listens to stories with increasing attention 
and recall.  
1.30.9 Describes main story settings, events and 
principal characters.  
1.30.14 Knows information can be relayed in the 
form of print.  
1.30.16 Knows that print carries meaning and, in 
English, is read from left to right and top to 
bottom.  
1.40.1 Continues a rhyming string.  
1.40.2 Hears and says initial sounds in words.  
 1.40.3 Can segment the sounds in simple words 
and blend them together and knows which letters 
represent some of them.  
1.40.4 Links sounds to letters, naming and sound-
ing the letters of the alphabet.  

Listening and Attention 
 
CL 1.30.2 Listens to stories with increasing atten-
tion and recall.  
1.30.3 Joins in with repeated refrains and antici-
pates key evnts and phrases in rhymes and stories.  
1.30.4 Focusing attention-still listen or do but can 
shift own attention.  
1.30.5 Is able to follow directions (if not intently 
focused on own choice of activity).  
1.40.1 Maintains attention, concentrates and sits 
quietly during appropriate activity.  
1.40.2 Two-channelled attention-can listen and do 
for short span.  

Understanding 
 
CL 2.30.2 Shows understanding of prepositions 
such as ‘under’, ‘on top’ by carrying out an action 
or selecting correct picture.  
2.30.3 Responds to simple instructions.  
2.30.4 Beginning to understand ‘why’ and ‘how’ 
questions.  
2.40.1 Responds to instructions involving a two-
part sequence.  
2.40.2 Understands humour.  
2.40.3 Able to follow a story without pictures or 
props.  
2.40.4 Listens and responds to ideas expressed by 
others in conversation or discussion.  

Number 
 
MATHS 1.22.3 Creates and experiments with 
symbols and marks representing ideas of number.  
1.22.4 Begins to make comparisons between quanti-
ties.  
1.22.6 Knows that a group of things changes in 
quantity when something is added or taken away.  
1.30.4 Knows that numbers identify how many are 
in a set.  
1.30.5 Beginning to represent numbers using fin-
gers, marks on paper or pictures.  
1.30.6 Sometimes matches numeral and quantity 
correctly. 1.30.7 Shows curiosity about numbers by 
offering comments or asking questions.  
1.30.8 Compares two groups of objects, saying 
when they have the same number.  
1.30.9 Shows an interest in number problems.  
1.30.10 Separates a group of three or four objects 
in different way, beginning to recognise that the 
total is still the same.  
1.30.11 Shows an interest in numerals in the envi-
ronment.  
1.30.12 Shows an interest in representing numbers.  
1.3013 Realises not only objects, but anything can 
be counted, including steps, claps or jumps.  

Writing 
Early mark-making is not the same as writing- it is a SENSO-
RY  and PHYSICAL experience for babies and toddlers, which 
they do not connect forming symbols which can communi-
cate meaning. (See roots of mark-making and handwriting 
in Playing and Exploring and Physical Development.) 
2.22.1 Distinguishes between the different marks they 
make.  
2.30.1 Sometimes gives meaning to marks as they draw and 
paint.  
2.30.2 Ascribes meaning to marks that they see in different 
places.  
2.40.1 Gives meaning to marks they make as they draw, 
write and paint.  

 

Health and Self Care 
PD 2.30.2 observes the effect of activity on their 
body.  
2.30.6 Dresses with help, e.g. puts arms into open 
fronted coat or shirt when held up, pulls up own 
trousers, and pulls up zipper once fastened at the 
bottom.  
2.40.1 Eats a healthy range of foodstuffs and 
understands the need for variety in food.  
2.40.2 Usually dry and clean during the day.  
2.40.3 Shows some understanding that good prac-
tices with regards to exercise, eating, sleeping and 
hygiene can contribute to good health.  
2.40.4 shows understanding of the need for safety 
when tackling new challenges, and considers and 
manages some risks.  

Technology 
 
UW 3.30.1 Know how to operate simple equipment 
eg turns on CD player, uses remote control.  
3.30.2 Shows an interest in technological toys with 
knobs  or pulleys, or real objects  such as cameras 
or mobile phones.  
3.30.3 Shows skill in making toys work by pressing 
parts or lifting flaps to achieve effects such as 
sound, movements or new images.  
3.30.4 Knows that information can be retrieved 
from computers. WT Literacy (Reading) 1.40.8  
UW 3.40.1 Completes a simple program on a com-
puter.   
3.40.2 Uses ICT hardware to interact with age-
appropriate computer software eg clicking on icons 
to make different things happen  

Exploring Materials and Media 
AD 1.30.3 Beginning to move rhythmically.  
1.30.4 Imitates movement in response to music,  
1.30.5 Taps out simple repeated rhythms.  
1.30.8 Understands that they can use lines to 
enclose a space, and then begin to use these 
shapes to represent objects.  
1.30.9 Beginning to be interested in and describe 
the texture of things.  
1.30.10 Uses various construction materials.  
1.30.11 Beginning to construct, stacking blocks 
vertically and horizontally, making enclosures and 
creating spaces.  
1.30.12 Joins construction pieces together to build 
and balance.  
1.30.13 Realises tools can be used for a purpose.  
AD 1.40.1 Begins to build a repertoire of songs and 
dances.  
1.40.2 Explores different sounds of instruments.  
 
 

Being Imaginative 
AD 2.30.1 Developing preferences for forms of 
expression.  
2.30.2 Uses movement to express feelings.  
2.30.7 Engages in imaginative role-play based on 
own first hand experiences.  
2.30.8 Builds stories around toys, e.g. farm animals 
needing rescue from the armchair ‘cliff’.  
2.30.10 Captures experiences and responses with a 
range of media, such as music, dance and paint and 
other materials or words.  
2.40.1 Creates simple representations of events, 
people and objects.  
2.40.2 Initiates new combinations of movement and 
gesture in order to express and respond to feel-
ings, ideas and experiences.  

Self confidence and self awareness 
 
PSED 2.30.3 Enjoys responsibility of carrying out 
small tasks.  
2.30.4 Is more outgoing towards unfamiliar people 
and more confident in new social situations.  
2.30.5 Confident to talk to other children when 
playing, and will communicate freely about own home 
and community.  
2.30.6 Shows confident in asking adults for help.  
2.40.1 Confident to speak to others about own 
needs and wants . 
2.40.2 Can describe self in positive terms and talk 
about abilities.  

Managing feelings and behaviour 
 
PSED 3.30.2 Begins to accept the needs of others 
and can take turns and share resources sometimes 
with support from others.  
3.30.3 Can usually tolerate delay when needs are not immedi-
ately met and understands wishes may not always be 
met.  
3.30.4 Can usually adapt behaviour to different 
situations and changes in routine.  
3.40.1 Understands that own actions affect other 

people.  
3.40.2 Aware of the boundaries set and of behav-
ioural expectations in the setting.  

People and communities 
UW 1.30.4 Shows interest in different occupations 
and ways of life.  
1.30.5 Knows some of the things that make them 
unique, and can talk about some of the similarities 
and differences in relation to friends or family.  
1.40.1 Enjoys joining in family customs and routines  

Forest school  

 Look for signs of spring and going on 
mini beast hunts 

 Invite parents to join us for a 
minibeast hunt 

 Create bug hotels 



  Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 
Making  
Relationships 

Children will be encouraged to go on minibeasts hunts 
with their friends. They will observe what they have 
found and share their ideas. 

The children will complete work in pairs linking to 
growing. They will observe changes over time with their 
friends.  

Discuss what it means to be different. Know that we 
are not all the same and that that is ok. And link to 
discussion about growth and our abilities. 

Talk about sharing toys and areas with the reception 
staff and children. Rules need to be followed. Making 
new friends and preparing for transition to reception 
class. 

Discuss good/bad characters in stories and how the 
characters felt e.g. Jack or the giant. 

Self Confidence 
and Self  
Awareness 

Talk about likes and dislikes, feelings (happy and sad), 
(eg feeling frightened of mini beasts) 

Circle work: share the children’s ideas about what they 
have observed in the natural environment. Encourage 
the children to discuss the growth of their beans at 
home. 

Having the confidence to try new activities such as Now 
Press Play. Using their new skills to grow and develop 
Nursery’s diggingin area. 

Talk about sharing toys and areas with the reception 
staff and children. Rules need to be followed. Making 
new friends and preparing for transition to reception 
class. 

Acting out stories in role play area and small world 
areas—bug investigation area, ‘Incy Wincy Spider’ area, 
mini beast garden, book of the week areas. 

Managing  
Feelings and 
behaviour 

Talk about likes and dislikes, feelings (happy and sad), 
(eg feeling frightened of mini beasts) 

Children will be encouraged to be observant of things 
around them, to talk about them, to share resources 
and to look out for sings of growth. 

Talk about sharing toys and areas with the reception 
staff and children. Rules need to be followed. Making 
new friends and preparing for transition to reception 
class. 

Discuss good/bad characters in stories and how the 
characters felt e.g. ‘The Bad Tempered Ladybird’ 

Working together to take turns while playing board 
games e.g. ‘Incy Wincy Spider’ game 

Moving and  
Handling 

 Develop fine motor and early writing skills through a 
variety of finger gym activities and mark making 
opportunities. For example, Mark making in oats and 
painting with bunches of straw, picking objects up with 
tweezers 

Use one handed tools to cut , make holes, paint, glue, 
draw etc Using tools in the outdoor workshop area and 
use materials and tools to create models and pictures. 

Use our bodies to perform a variety of movements i.e. 
run, jump, skip, crawl, hop and balance during PE ses-
sions and forest sessions. for example Move to spring 
time themed music or think about how mini beasts move 
and copy 

Develop skills using outdoor equipment such as bikes, 
scooters and loose parts for construction 

Action songs and rhymes using large and small move-
ments 

Health and Self 
Care 

Encourage and praise use of hand washing-link to 
discussion about germs and keeping healthy as well as 
washing hands when we have been digging and touching 
mini beasts. 

Encourage the children to put on and take off own 
coats/cardigans/jumpers own shoes and plimsolls 

Do the children understand the rules for inside and 
outside exploration? Do they know why we have them?  

Safety issues and encouraging calculated risks when in 
cooking, exploring the forest area and when using loose 
parts and tools outside 

Talking about healthy food and drinks—linked to snack 
time . Can they suggest healthy foods to try? Tasting 
new foods such as a variety of fruit and vegetables 

Listening and  
Attention 

Children will participate in a range of listening activities 
to develop hearing the initial sound in words, learning 
and using new words linked to the topic. The children 
will gain further understanding of the structure of 
stories as we look in depth of the characters and 
settings. 

Phonics sessions will help to develop these skills.  
Phonics is going to be taught through the book of the 
week. 

What am I?’  
Describe mini beasts  for a friend to guess. 

Listen to and retell familiar stories, through both 
discussion and acting stories out during play 

Discuss the order of growth for sunflower seeds, cress 
and broad beans. 

Speaking Children will develop a bank of new words linking to the 
book of the week, topic and words found in non-fiction 
books. 

Children to experience and describe a variety of doughs 
and slimes, explaining what they like and dislike about 
them and giving reasons why. 
Encourage discussion about what the children make with 
dough or the pictures they paint. 

Go on a mini beast hunt in the woodland and talk about 
their findings.  

‘What am I?’  
Describe mini beasts  for a friend to guess. 

Discuss the order of growth for sunflower seeds, cress 
and broad beans. 

Understanding Children to be given simple instructions to follow 
(throughout sessions/during PE etc.)  
Can the children identify nursery rules and give reasons 
for having them? 

Ask who, how and why questions. Develop the children's 
understanding of these words and encourage them to 
answer verbally. Encourage use of sentences and 
correct pronunciation. Discourage use of slang words. 

Children to show their understanding of concepts 
through verbal explanations and through practical 
demonstrations. E.G. Go on a mini beast hunt in the 
woodland and talk about their findings. Can they suggest 
where to look and give reasons for their suggestions? 

Guided reading sessions to encourage children to 
recognise and identify picture clues in illustrations. 
 

Giving and listening to visual and verbal clues to guess 
thee mini beast 

Reading Read core books. Talk about the pictures and draw 
attention to the print encourage the children to join in 
with repeated phrases.  Talk about front cover and its 
features along with the back cover and its features. 

The children will have a selection of books both fiction 
and non-Fiction books with visual aids to use to retell 
the story. 

 Add topic based books and vocabulary to the setting—
fiction and non fiction books about mini beasts and 
seasons 

Listen to and retell familiar stories, through both 
discussion and acting stories out during play 

Giving and listening to visual and verbal clues to guess 
thee mini beast 

Writing Hand writing—name/writing pattern/mark making at 
least 3 times per week 
Then encourage the children to write own names on 
pictures and paintings. Children will write their name 
daily as they enter nursery. 

 Develop fine motor and early writing skills through a 
variety of finger gym activities and mark making 
opportunities. For example, Mark making in oats and 
painting with bunches of straw, picking objects up with 
tweezers 

Opportunities for ‘messy’ mark making in the mark 
making area through addition of trays of glitter, 
shaving foam, mud, oats etc 

Continue to provide writing opportunities in each area. 
Make the writing opportunities different in some areas 
and perhaps linked to topics and interests for example; 
bug spotter sheets, labels in the role play area 

Opportunities for large mark making outside (Chalk, 
spray bottles, large paper, paint) 

Number Continue to sing counting songs regularly. Use visual 
props. 

Counting together by rote in number groups. Count 
children, fruit, bikes etc. use all opportunities for 
counting. Create labels for groups of objects to show 
how many there are. 

Encouraging the children to make representations of 
numbers—in number groups and during choosing time via 
number formation activities. 

Begin to play simple board games related to number—
Incy Wincy spider game 

Counting and sorting mini beats within the continuous 
provision, looking at ‘ten little ladybirds book and using 
props to show counting, drawing the correct number of 
legs on mini beast bodies 

Space, Shape and 
Measure 

Use language such as full, empty, more, less  and 
weighing etc in water and sand exploration 
  

Cooking activities linked to time/instructions/measure 
for example spider biscuits. 

Exploring the ‘Incy Wincy’ small world and finding out 
which spiders will fit down the different sized pipes. 

Create timeline to compare growth of plants/
frogspawn/caterpillars 

Use the language of length related to worms and 
caterpillars. Create our own using dough and talk about 
longest, shortest etc. 

People and  
Communities 

Celebrate any birthdays, discussing special days for 
ourselves and the people close to us as they arise. 

Celebrate a range of multi cultural festivals as they 
occur throughout the year 

Discuss life cycle of butterfly—observe this first hand 
through the use of our ‘butterfly garden’. 

Go on a mini beast hunt and talk about findings, describ-
ing the features of mini beasts 

Create a wormery and encourage the children to be 
involved in finding out what we need to put in it. 

The World Walk around school grounds and local area, talking about 
our local community and signs of changing seasons. Think 
about the changing season—what can they see happen-
ing?  
Make observations of plants and flowers as they grow. 

Children to experience and describe a variety of doughs 
and slimes, explaining what they like and dislike about 
them and giving reasons why. 
Encourage discussion about what the children make with 
dough or the pictures they paint. 

Explore natural materials found in the woodland. Use 
these materials to construct—can they create homes 
for mini beasts?, create models of mini beasts with 
moving parts? 

Go on a mini beast hunt in the woodland and talk about 
their findings.  

Describe mini beasts and talk about the life cycle of a 
butterfly. Link to mini beasts found in the woodland 
area and the caterpillars in the classroom. 

Technology Continue to use remote control cars, torches and walkie 
talkies and real cameras during their investigation and 
exploration. 

Simple activities on the interactive screen to encourage 
both fine and gross motor skills. Children to create 
pictures etc on the prowise board and  then be shown 
that they can be printed out. Children to help with this. 

Using story CDs and DVDs during choosing time Document the life-cycle of the butterfly by photo-
graphing each stage 

Create models of mini beasts with moving parts 

Exploring  
Media and  
Materials 

Continue to use various doughs and slimes—children to 
use words to describe them and explain what they like 
and dislike about them, giving reasons why.   

Continue to add to the resources in the creative areas, 
introducing first with an adult and then allowing them to 
be used free choice. Make representations of the 
things you see on seasonal observation walks and mini 
beast hunts 

Name and use musical instruments during phonics and 
choosing time.  

Add different genres of music to the music area for 
the children to choose to play. What do they like? Not 
like? Why? How does the music make them feel? For 
example spring themed music 

Make transient art pictures of mini beasts in the woods 
using natural materials found in the area 

Being  
imaginative 

Encourage role play adding props and resources depend-
ing on specific interests, for example bug investigation 
lab 

Continue to encourage discussion about what the 
children make with dough or the pictures they paint. 
 

Acting out stories in role play area and small world 
areas—bug investigation area, ‘Incy Wincy Spider’ area, 
mini beast garden 

Creating musical accompaniments to stories and music 
to link to the movements of mini beasts 

Make own representations of mini beasts using creative 
materials. 


